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The Class of 2014 would like to dedicate this year's Griffin to Ms. Pressman.

Ms. Pressman–

Throughout our journey here, you have pushed us to grow as scholars, dormmates, actors, and individuals. Your incredible teaching helped us to see ourselves as real historians, to explore and wrestle intensely with social and historical issues. Just when we were convinced that we have finally reached our brain capacity, your warm encouragement and legendary baked goods resuscitated us and told us that we can do more than we had thought possible of our own potential.

Outside of the classroom, your infectious smile and thoughtful guidance inspired so many in our class to appreciate a bit of humor and challenge in everything that we do. Your nearly tangible passion for education and your belief in St. Andrew's have shaped us in myriad, unforgettable ways to grow and we thank you for your contribution to the Class of 2014 and this school.
FROSTY RUN 2013.

GET JACKED.

Once a year, we the students of St. Andrew's load buses and pillage all of the local Wendy's. Of course we call ahead of time so they can prepare a plethora of chocolate and vanilla frosties, but let's be real- it's all about the chocolate. This glorious tradition has kicked off our school year for the last 24 years. The class of 2014 chose this year's theme to be "GET JACKED", and the video featured Ryan Price (Prizzle) accomplishing great feats and in fact, bringing all the boys to his yard. So thank you to Sven, SAC, and the class of 2014 for filling us with something that we are fairly certain is not real icecream!
A Night in Greece
Cannon Game and State Tournament
CAROL SHOUT
IV Form

St. Andrew's Faculty

2013-2014
Modern Languages:
Donald Duffy, David Miller, Diahann Johnson, Marta Guevara, Ana Ramirez, Lindsay Wright, Chiachyi Chiu

Arts:
Elizabeth McGiff, Fred Geiersbach, Nathan Costa, Avi Gold, Ann Taylor, John McGiff, Joshua Meier

Classics:
Nathan Costa, Mary Kelly, Chris Childers
Mathematics:
Jennifer McGowen, Mike Mastrocola, Kelly Lazar, Dave DeSalvo, Jon Tower, Eric Finch, Eric Kemer, Harvey Johnson

Religious Studies:
Kellyann Conners, Jay Hutchinson, Nathan Crimmins, Terence Gilheany

English:
History:

Tom Fritz, Matt Carroll, Emily Pressman, Lindsay Brown, Terence Gilheany, Melinda Tower, Wilson Everhart

Science:

Bill Wallace, Piper Nash, Sara O'Connor, John Burk, Harvey Johnson, Mark Hammond, Peter McLean, Eric Kemer

Technology:

Beth Crook, Bill Cashion, Dave Myers, Peter Hoopes
Headmasters Office:
Tad Roach, Jo Graves

College Counseling:
Anna Hastings, Cynthia Poarch, Kassy Fritz, Barb Samson

Health Services:
Cheri Minix, Gina Shuck, Trish Carrico
Library:
Lisa Myers, Noreen Tulley, Joleen Hyde, Carol Ann Pala,

Chapel:
Jay Hutchinson, Lisa Henson, Dave Desalvo, Nathan Costa

Counselors:
Pam Brownlee, Whiz Hutchinson
Admissions:

Tony Allene, Matt Wollinski, Lisa Henson, Stacey Duprey, Louisa Zendt, Matt Carroll, Bill Wallaca, Melinda Tower

School Store:

Charlotte Beblo

Sage Dining Services
Clubs of St. Andrews

Culinary Club

Sunday School
Ginger Club

Angels for Allison

18 Minute Club
League of Extraordinary Conservatives

Twin Club

Student Diversity Leadership Conference
Disc Club

British Club

Cornerstone
Girls Collaborative

Movember

Sapphire
Public Speaking Club

Saint Andrews Raising Awareness

No Dress Code Club
ATHLE
TICS 2013-2014
This year, the girls' cross-country had an unbelievable season all around. Consisting of a third of the girls in the school, the team dominated multiple meets. The JV beat multiple varsity teams and surprised many with their intensity, strength, and speed. The phenomenal improvements that occurred throughout the season lead to many great stories of perseverance and success.

The varsity team had an excellent season as well, winning the DISC championship title as well as placing third at the state meet. After losing a few varsity members last year, newcomers Lucy Slack ('14), Ella Bristow ('17), Brookie McIlvene ('16) and Louisa Belk ('16) fit right in with returners Charlotte Bristow ('14), Caitlin Porrazzo ('15) and Emma Porrazzo ('15) to create an unstoppable, dynamic top 7. Louisa Belk had a particularly incredible season, ultimately becoming the fastest girl in the state of Delaware as rookie, as she placed first in both the county and state championship meets. However, the true secret weapons of the team's success were the 3 duos of the Porrazzo girls, Brookie and Ella, and Lucy and Charlotte as they worked together to gain extraordinary strength and speed.
This year, guys XC was lead by the seniors not only in terms of culture but also winning. The varsity squad was almost entirely composed of seniors. What made this group so stellar however, was their leadership. Voting for captains was no easy task—Danny, David, Sam, Malcolm and TJ were all beyond qualified. Our team peaked at the end of the season and displayed immense improvement. Beating DMA at Counties, a few months after losing to them convincingly at the Lake Forest Invite, was proof of our team's upward trend. The captains do not anticipate next year to be one of rebuilding. Enthusiastic, committed newcomers such as Ben and Hoyt will team up with veterans like Alec and Neel to keep SAS in the mix as one of the best teams in Delaware. The very successful 2013 season for the Saints cannot neglect interim head coach Porter and new coach Tower's invaluable contributions to the team and their unwavering passion for the sport.
So, uh, you play the beautiful game...bros...brothers...brethren? Field Hockey is beautiful...and INTENSE. We certainly had our scrapes and bruises and torn ligaments along the way. But we also hustled, dived, destroyed fitness tests, ate massive amounts of food, hit big balls, dressed up in sick costumes, and generally didn’t run two laps. We had, hands down, the sickest psych party and a bonfire ever. We seniors just want to say thank you for bringing your best every day. Be proud of how far we came: in preseason we were learning basic stick skills and we ended our season with two amazing wins in a row. We’ll miss you guys so much next year. Keep bringing the Blood and Pain! GO SAINTS.

Love,
Your Captains
Football

We had what seemed was going to be a tough season in front of us after losing almost all of our starters from the previous season. We had a lot of energy from the opening game that continued through for the entire season despite the many trials that each opponent possessed. Things look bright for our future as several of our younger players have many years left to become great players and carry on the spirit of St. Andrews Football. Our season was a rollercoaster filled with fun and loaded with obstacles, we powered through and are all better men for it.

Sam and Joe
Volleyball

What can we say? It's no secret that we struggled with getting a win, but as individuals and as a team it's safe to say that we've made tremendous strides both on and off the court.
The differences of this year were made clear when in the first week of practice we had to explain to Terrell that separate color pinnies are unnecessary when teams are split on either either side of the court. We had a retired pro-basketball player with a whistle determined to teach us volleyball while simultaneously learning to play volleyball. Nonetheless, we love and respect him as a coach because he pushed us mentally and physically in practice and never gave up on us in games. Sometimes though, it seemed as if his main purpose was to kill us and to avoid the use of the term "shagging" when referencing the volleyballs. The tone of the season was not so lighthearted as we put in a great amount of effort that was not reflected in our record. Every practice was met with an energy distinctly free from any stigma from the game before. Most practices ended with sprints and we weren't allowed to leave until Terrell felt assured that we had given our all. This was hard for us to accomplish at first, but by the end of the season the mantra "push it to the next gear" was hardwired into our brains. We wouldn't have pushed into that next gear had it not been for the support we gave each other.
Some memories of the season:
The beautiful friendship that bloomed between the new coaches Conners and Mastrocola*
After parties at Wawa* The never ending stream of injuries and absences* Bridget's pre-practice mile* Rock and Dominic- the best managers and pretend players the team could have * When the priests began to serve* Workouts with Al and Jaivan* #Communication we'll figure it out eventually #who needs it anyways?
*Third gear, fourth gear, heck fifth gear, why not?

Thanks for everything!
Love,
the seniors :)

PS. Olivia, even though you weren't able to be on the court this year, your contributions to our season were invaluable.
Coming out of last season, we were unsure of how this next year was going to progress without some key players. Yet, from the beginning we saw the potential of the new bunch. Despite a rocky start with a 4-1 loss to Westtown, we pushed forward. We were unable to put away a few games and lost in overtime. Yet, one of our biggest accomplishments was taking Sanford to overtime and winning. We reached a point in which we needed to win the last 4 games of our season to move into the playoffs. The team took the pressure well, we won, and were awarded with the 5th seed in the tournament. We proceeded to take Brandywine and Delmar out to a nice seafood dinner and never called them again. Hopefully we extended our season to its fullest potential.

Mo'Hawks
Mo'Goals
Love,
Your Captains
Managers and IPs

Art

Riding

Tennis

Polo
By Students, For Students

One Year Old! Here's to many more...
BOYS' BASKETBALL
This year has been an interesting year for the basketball team. After losing the star point-guard Austin Tilghman, the team seemed to be in disarray. With the leadership of Ben Bentil and the great play of many young players, the boys basketball team looks forward to another great season. Some may categorize this year as a rebuild year, but on the team, this is our opportunity to do something great. We are striving for the basketball state championship.

CAPTAINS

Ben Bentil

Joe Hines
Girls' Basketball
Our beloved SASsywolfpack,

To the playoffs we go. Thanks for an unforgettable last season. We've had buckets of fun with you and couldn't have wished for a better TEAM. Thanks to flossy fausey for your enthusiasm **"lynden clap**". To biggie for your lockdown D, to krusty for being krebs and to liv for always showing up and being the best scouting reporter ever. Thank you Justin for your half-court shots. We love you. Thanks to johan for going ham, to wakka flappa flame for flopping hard in the paint and to wary for making in wain. To nurse buckets for your famous star jumps and to dusty for the bruises. We love you kickos so much and we're leaving it to the juniors for their turn to step up. Remember, if you're ever in doubt, do what Liz does.

Love,
The alphas (Molie hot bambi Gilespie, AlyBerry, Char 'call-me-dainty-and-see-what-happens' Bristow, Janimal and SmEllen)
Boys' Squash
The varsity squash team has shown incredible resilience, determination, and grit throughout the season. Whether it was a night practice or a match against one of our toughest competitors, they demonstrated focus, a willingness to improve, and an understanding of what it means to be part of a team. We couldn't be prouder of the effort put forth this season, and we hope that next season will be as successful as this one.

Thank you to Mr. Childers and Mr. Finch for your tireless work on and off the court coaching our team to a successful year. A big thank you also goes out to Richard Millman for teaching us what it means to survive and triumph on the court through his expertise and patience.

"Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure nineteen pounds nineteen and six, result happiness. Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure twenty pounds ought and six, result misery."

Love,
Austin and Carson
Hey Squashers!

It's been such a great season with all of you! You guys have been so dedicated and have all contributed to the spirit to the team. We have had so much fun this season, especially with Papa Millman. I think it's safe to say we have survived in the jungle and put down grandmas tea cup ever so gently... lolz. We are also on our way to exceeding 24 hours in the van together; we bring team bonding to a whole new level! We will miss you all so much next year, but we know you will keep on killin' it and being wedgie! Also, thank you Dr. O'Connor and Mr. Millman for all that you have done to build the squash program!

xoxo Sara, Liza, and Lucy (aka Butternut, Gold Nugget, and Kabocha)
Boisterous Boys Bet on Bloodthirsty Babies Brawling Tuesday

The Seniors

Malcolm and TJ
102 Flying High

Brandon and Friends
The Freshies
Adam, Angel, August
Just a Little Bit Lost

Jaryd, Francis, Harrison
The Sexy Beasts

First

Photo

MEAN GIRLS

Avi, Eric, Hoyt
The Gossip Gals

The Usual Suspects

Peter, David, Sam, Brennan
Guilty of All Charges

Shop
of Lower Moss
The Mosstaches of
Upper and Moss Annex
Camy- Most likely to have a restraining order from Katy Perry
Maggie- Most likely to still be obsessed with One Direction
Amanda- Most likely to be on WWE
Han- Most likely to silently sass her way through life
Jessica- Most likely to be a Lily Pulitzer model
Alexia- Most likely to mesmerize the world with her eyes
Mason- Most likely to be the chubby bunny world champion
Karissa- Most likely to become a cat lady... except with pugs
Merideth- Most likely to be late for check-in
Riley- Most likely to still be injured
Grace- Most likely to rock the cowboy prep
Neva- Most likely to start the first nude twerk team
Louisa- Most likely to have 1,758,242 friends
Eden- Most likely to never develop a filter
Sophia- Most likely to rule the world upon a throne of books
Jenna- Most likely to attend the wedding of... you know
Smriti- Most likely to host the next Indians of Delaware gathering
Juliette- Most likely to be found holding a "FREE HUGS" sign in SOHO
Isabelle- Most likely to join the cast of the Jersey Shore
Eleni- Most likely to become a Brandy Melville model
Katie- Most likely to be caught out of her room
Delilah- Most likely to become a personal stylist
Caroline- Most likely to guest star on Ryan Lochte's TV show
Ally- Most likely to open her own book store
Lily- Most likely to be caught breaking into the kitchen
Brookie- Most likely to be arrested for chaining herself to a tree
Alexandra- Most likely to still be an undercover diva
Taylor- Most likely to move to the city, get famous, but lose her farmer boots
Olivia- Most likely to be a graduate of Ball So Hard University
Emma- Most likely to become a bunk bed trapeze artist
Kat- Most likely to win "So You Think You Can Dance?"
Rachel- Most likely to play the newest disney princess on Broadway
Abigail- Most likely to leave her entire wardrobe in the bathroom
Neely- Most likely to hike the Tetons with nothing but her Ukelele
Millie- Most likely to start a Hannah Montana cover band
Dear Mossians-
What a pleasure it has been living with you all this year. We will truly miss all of you next year. It hasn't always been easy but we will never forget you guys! From all the spelling errors (Upper Moos, BIRTHDAYS, and February) to the Twerkles, it has been an adventure to say the least. While you may all take inhuman amounts of time to brush your teeth, and we sometimes had to brush them for you, you were always game for a goodnight hug. You all never failed to eat absurd amounts of whatever kind of food we put in front of you in record breaking times (we have been VERY impressed, and only a little disturbed). We love you all so much. Remember to stay Saucy, Mossy!

Love,
Your Fierce, Fabulous, and Fuzzy Seniors and Dorm Parents!
Baum

Luke, Nathan, & Alex

Jeremy and Sammy

Uche & Mac

Kieran and Garrett

Tristan & Rooney

Fight Club!

Quin & Duncan
Voorhees Corridor
Home of the Epic Nerf Wars

Wit and Jay       Justin and Ryan       Anthony and Jack

Thomas, Cole, and Dominic       Alec, John, and Abu

Parker and Yousaf       Dominic and Andrew       Cole and Ben
We are Voorhees. If you ever come onto the corridor, you will see Wit running around with a riot shield while Jay blasts T-Swift in the background. Ryan will be practicing his football while Justin practices his fútbol. Anthony will be eating Nutella toast while watching Jack kill it on the basketball court. Thomas will be joking around while Cole H. and John cheer on their beloved Red Sox with Holder's impersonations ringing in the background. Alec will be running around giving his famous hugs while Abu wins chess match after chess match. Yousaf and Parker will be secretly hacking into government sites (shh). Dominic F. will be making food after in-room while Zaiser's laugh booms across the corridor. Cole L. will be using his newest gadget while Ben watches the Panthers game. It's been a great year and you guys have always kept us on our toes with good fun. We wish you the best in the rest of your St. Andrew's careers.

We are Voorheesian. Remember who you are.

-Love, your seniors
Karin' K <3

Always Klassy, Never Trashy
We're Karen, DUH!

Love, Kassy Ho, Papa, Tea Time, Angry Lists, Tina Fey Fridays, "wanna make out", bed surfing, American Horror Story, K Day, Kim Kardashian, "They're going to send you back to China" "I'm going to sneak into your house at night and break all your cups", Wall twerking, booty popping, wawa Wednesdays, bowling, Charlie Brown, "I love it when you call me Finch papa", Throw your hands in the air if you're a k staya, Kiki, Sexy dolphin blowfish, Joham, juju, To know a shining pearl, carteria, Carebear, Kruz, Al dawg fresh, GABBEEEEEE, Mother Theresa, I will always RAM you, Fifty shades of Gray, LU LU, positive vibrations ;)

Lindsay Lohan
Megan

LEGENDARY

Lazy
Nam

Lil' Wayne
Brenna

Lord of the Flies
Lilly and Kirstin

Lethal
Bri
Dear the legendary ladies of L,
You have made this year so wonderful! You are lovable, loud...and most of all unique (and no, there's no L word that fits there). We wish you all the best next year!

Love,
Your Seniors
Mein Girls might keep it classy...

It's true, we're sophisticated. We discuss important issues over slam poetry with K-Crow while eating cookies that are gluten-free, because that's trendy or something now. On Sundays we discuss the latest events in politics, theater, Ke$ha's musical career, and Miley Cyrus's edgy new lifestyle.

We sip tea, eat brie, and enjoy the finer things in la vie.
...but we know how to shake things up.

Because sometimes...

...classy gets boring...

...but Mein?

Mein is never boring.
If anything, Mein is proof that you really can have it all...

You can be fierce in the Beyoncé sense...

...and in the sense that everyone's a little frightened.

You can be endearing and always put together.

And not quite so put together... but still endearing.

You can have class.

You can have sass.

You can be single and lovin' it.

You can have one sort-of roommate

And maybe three if you're insane.

Or just too cool to pose with your roommate....

Or just too cool to pose at all... Ellie.
Ladies,

We couldn't have asked for a better group of hard-working, tenacious and fast girls to have on the swim team this year. From getting those 1st-5th place points, to cheering and being there for teammates, each one of you played an invaluable role on our team. You've made it through Coach Wallace's resurged post-sabbatical intensity and the freezing weather that turned our hair to ice after each practice without fail. Swimming is unique in that it challenges you both physically and mentally like no other sport. For us as seniors, it has been nothing short of inspiring watching you guys make every practice and meet such a fun and positive experience. We have full faith that you can carry on this legacy of remarkable energy that has always made the St. Andrew's swim team more than just a team, but a family. All this said, you ladies are well on your way to turning the milk into butter.

We Maine-ly just wanted you all to know that this swim season has been WICKED. We love you all and will miss you so much next year!

Swimfastestcerely,

Your Captains

Boys,

! Short and sweet. These are two words we would use to describe this season. In the shortest of the three athletic seasons, we wish we could have more time. But the time we did have together was one filled with success and laughter. Led by our three sophomores, The Dynasty and Xander proved to be a force to be reckoned with, conquering everything in their path. Followed by our 3%ers, Wit, Neel, and Emory, what they lacked in body fat they brought in spirit and fight, beating out many opponents for important points. T-Nick, while half the time was no where to be found, and not necessarily the best of role models, somehow provided an upperclassman who the younger swimmers looked up too. The newcomers made up the majority of the boys team, giving us the depth to compete with teams like St. Marks and Al. Led by senior Chris H, who brought indisputable leadership and a whole crowd of girls to every meet, we looked for his helpful advice, none of which usually applied to swimming. Our freshman, Colin, Keegan, David, Adam, Ben, Addison, and Russell, had the great role models of the Junior newcomers, Grayson, Will, Liam, and Fabian, who were welcome additions to the team.

! This swim season was one of the most invigorating and enjoyable athletic experiences the two of us have had in our high school years. Beating St. Marks and A.I. Dupont, as well as winning the first tri-meet, all for the first time in school history, utterly destroying Tatnall in frigid temperatures; the list of achievements from this winter continues on and on. These 4 months have brought all of us closer together, and the two of us will be the first to tell you that we are proud and honored to call all of you family.

Find greatness in darkness.
Your Captains, Chris and Jay
WRESTLING
2013/2014

Duff-bone has led us to yet another successful season on the mat - with the help of a few coaches. A shout out is in order to who come on their own time just for the love of the sport. The great prophet, Coach Carps, for his bible of knowledge. Primo for being Primo. The Great Hutch Hogan, who comes in ready to fight. Señor Prizzlem who drives up from Smyrna (even when his son is injured) to come coach... and ref... shhh. Mason and Kelvin for being the best managers ever. And Phil-Fåkkai, who after a long and busy day, sticks around to instill fear in us all.

Thanks to all who contributed to our season and came to watch us grab sweaty men in tight clothing.

Please enjoy our crowning list of achievements...

Injuries
Amanda Sin-City- 75 separate shoulder injuries
Andrew Scarecrow Nolte-infected girls... panzy
Charlie Don't-Taylor-Father-PTSD: Post Trim Sadness Disorder
Ben Cobb on the Corn- chronic nose bleeds... who needs blood when you've got the cradle?
Danny DeVarth Vader- shoulder injuries out the woo-za
Tristan Thomas The Tank Engine- shattered body
Avi Veluchamy-your-mommy- We have a freshman?
Michael Alexander- R.I.P
Andrew Goleman-Mercy- M.I.A (after the broken knee)
Colin Brownlee, D.D.S.- infectious skin monsters... this is why we shower
Prizzle- "torn" ligament...
Garret Hand-of-ham- Rave
Andrew Zizee- Wait... He's ok?
Ryan Chew- torn shoulder... at birth
Dominic "213" Holder- narcolepsy
Clay Tennis-like the sport- League addiction
Saw Gowen- shattered ribs in Sumo match

Thank you Al for putting up with us
-Da Captains
Mock Trial this year was an adventure but we loved every minute of it. We were a team of mostly veterans and everyone had flawless final performances. To the witnesses- you were all hysterical and we will never forget your skill and poise when you took the stand including, "My right as an American citizen"; "I'm an alpha male"; "Even Jesus had enemies"; "Although the prosecution insists on calling me 'queasy'". To the lawyers- we wish you all the best in the years to come. You continue to impress us. And a special thank you to our Mock Trial parents- Adam and Will Rob. Dominate the courtrooms in the next couple years and remember- your significant other can be found at the Newcastle County Courthouse.

Love,
Bella, Jamie, Zoe, and William
Mere muggles may not know the secrets of the forbidden forest near our Founders castle, but I will tell you a secret. For years dark spirits have stirred and plotted against the denizens of our school. Foul creatures roam the night slacking their thirst for blood on the unlucky. Yet, one group stands united against the darkness, fighting to keep our school safe. During the winter these heroic students gather from all over world to ensure the survival and happiness of those around them. You are most likely ignorant of their true identities and simply know them as classmates, friends or even roommates, but make no mistake; these people are truly powerful wizards. Serving for three years, David the giant has been an invaluable asset to our team due to his ability to reach the height of even the tallest of trees and tactical genius. Malcom the wild has served for two years and in that time has made the wielding of hand saws an art form. Aaron the strong joined our group with Malcom and thanks to his ability to wield two axes at once the pair form an unstoppable duo. Yet, as the leader of this group, Victor of the forest, it brings me sadness to admit that there is one foe we cannot beat. Time is one force that is impossible to defeat and so, we must move on new adventures. Yet fear not for we leave this group in good hands. Isabel the restless never ceases to explore the forest, even going to dangerous missions alone to ensure the safety of St. Andrews. She is backed up by Charlie of the cold, a master of ice magic, who is able to thrive in temperatures that would kill any other. These two will be supported next year by Cole the keen, Eleni of the ice, Isabelle the eager, Riley the astute and Katie the ready. Last but definitely not least we have our mentor, Dr. McLean the all-knowing. Without him this would have never been possible. So reader, in the end I ask but one thing of you. When you sit down to do your work in the library or walk over to Amos, take a few seconds and think about the woods and all the secrets and adventure to be had. This job is not an easy one and many could not take the strain. Those who left will be remembered but more will always be needed to take their place.
WINTER WORKOUT

BROWN WORKOUT
This has been a fantastic year for the Choral Scholars! Our dedication has allowed us to tackle difficult pieces (favorites included the Durufle Requiem and A New Song) and to tour and record in the second semester. We saw a lot of great new faces and huge improvements this year, making the future of Choral Scholars look exciting. Thank you to Mr. Costa for all of his help, his squash bread, his cats, and his questionably funny jokes. All of the seniors will miss this group so much, and we can't wait to come back and hear you sing!

We love you!
Danny and Jamie

RIP This Marriage
Jazz Ensemble
ORCHESTRA
“We would just love to thank Mr. Gold for making this fall as great as it was, and for making the Parents’ Weekend performance such a rousing success. It has been a pleasure to be a part of a program that has improved so much, and I can’t wait for Arts’ Weekend in the spring!” - Megan Hasse '14
This is the year of the dance program. Year three has been a year of phenomenal growth and development. It has been nothing less than spectacular. This is due entirely to student interest and passion. With five academic classes, two afternoon seasons of dance, choreography for the winter musical, the all new production of The Nutcracker, two dance clubs developed by students, weekly student taught classes for the community, an outreach program developed to teach mentally and physically disabled individuals as well as collaboration with many academic classes, the program is truly thriving. This is the reason that I put as much time and energy into the program as I can. My goal for the dance program is to make every student's dance dream come true. I will work tirelessly to make this happen. With as much passion as the students have there is no limit to what we can accomplish in the years to come." - Avi Gold, Dance Director
Alice Threw The Looking Glass
Night's Dream

By William Shakespeare

St. Andrew's Fall Play 2013
Residential
Pell: Never
Pellians in 20 years!

Margaret: on a sweet tea sugar high
Shalena: will still have not woken up
Hannah: smiling uncontrollably
Jas: owns a perfume line
Theodora: has a daughter named
Diana
Marian: the most enthusiastic tap dancer
Genesis: runway model with tall socks
Hope: still struggling with the water fountain in the middle of the night
Briana: will be a famous singer with identical twins as her #1 fans
Sophia: professional doodler
Grace: sewing Ellie’s costumes
Jenna: still hugging Bella to make Bertie jealous
Kathryn M: falling off her dresser
Sydney: still be scaring Eunice with Kathryn’s poster
Kathryn P: reading after lights out
Wendy: still improperly withdrawing from trees
Charlotte: finally has drawn an awesome horse
Emma Ferrandino: will be on Broadway
Lynden: bballin
Kiara: treading water #likeaboss
Kya: teaching everyone how to dance
Ruth: wearing her fuzzy robe
Joycelin: swimming with the Turtles
Isabelle: carrying around her teddy bear phone
Kaitlyn F: stil brushing and washing
Camille: director of Arcadia
Sarah Paton: still hasn’t heeded Mr. Everhart’s advice to run slowly
Sarah Pinto and Thuy Anh: living together with Betty and Kono
Ella: inspired to major in Latin
Caleigh: saying “What the World?!?” as she cleans the kitchen
Amelia: life coach
Meggie: married to you know who
Caitlin: double Olympic gold medalist
Emma Marvil: giving the intensest bear hugs
Bertie: grumpy cat and correcting word usage
Eunice: still dropping wholesome beats
Oriana: finally become an ACTUAL mother
Jamie: being bald beside Blueberry blabbering ‘bout Beloved
Lucy: still angry she lost the war…”but guys I’m from New Jersey!”
Ms. Pressman: has finally realized her love for Sarah Palin and packaged holiday cookies
Ms. Reddy: staying up late
Dr. Johnson: longboarding while hosting Radio Lab
Ellie Pressman: Giraffe.
Our Dearest Pellians,

We cannot even begin to tell you how much we loved living with you this year! Thank you for all of the laughter, fun, lively bedtimes, perpetual popcorn smell, baked goods, kindness, and hugs. (Well, we mostly appreciated the hugs!) You guys are an incredible group. Every single one of you made our senior years special. We miss you already! Please keep in touch. We can't wait to come back and watch you all lead the school - it's in good hands! WE LOVE YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Love,
Jamie, Lucy, Eunice, Bertie, and Oriana
Hillier

DISTURBING THE ADMISSIONS OFFICES SINCE 1929


Without these responsible adults, there would be a lot more emergency runs to the hospital for sugar comas and nerf gun accidents
Now if you're a living, breathing, person, you're probably a little envious of M dorm. But not everyone can be a Mein girl, so here's a quick rundown of life in our humble abode, so you can live vicariously through each of us.

Sundays are dorm meetings:
Ana gives us a weather update,
Holley tells us the latest Alabama scores,
Monie plays us Pitbull's newest release.
Asia spends the whole time listening in rapt attention.

Sometimes we'll gather with Miss Crowley, to watch shows on a Netflix account that she may or may not have stolen. If it's Wednesday, and Mr. Porter forces us to watch his favorite TV show, American Horror Story. Otherwise, typical dorm function might involve:

Eliza and Miss McGowen killing it at Charades,
or Izzy trying, pretty unsuccessfully to sneak a few strange hints into the salad bowl.
Charlotte engaging in deep and thought provoking debates,
Madeline sitting there looking a little skeptical of everything (but secretly loving us all.)
Meanwhile, Miranda's there to capture the chaos on film.
Sara usually makes us some "delicious" gluten free snacks, but
Olivia has her bagel bites to pull her through.

Should you happen to put these lovely ladies to bed, you'll have the great pleasure of:
"turning out the lights" for Cindy, Emma, and Emma Lea, so they can "go right to bed." ...sure.
Of course, you'll have to wait an extra 20 minutes for Morgan to "brush and wash" if she even brushes or washes at all...
Ellie's the easiest, since she's probably been asleep the whole time.
If you were to meander down to the quad to turn out their lights off, though, you might stumble into an "initiation," by Michelle, Melina, Liz, and Carbery.

If you escape alive, maybe you'll experience Mein after 11.

After 11, there's even MO' riah, if that's possible,
Mollie leads an excursion to the laundry room,
Louise and Taylor lay the smack down in Mein Fight Club
(did someone just talk about Mein Fight Club? oops)
Janee sends snapshots on snapshots on snapshots, and
Clara puts us all to shame at Cards.
Now, since none of this has anything to do with our theme:

**Mein on the Moon...**

**It's been out of this world!**

We love you and and all that other cheesy stuff.
Xoxo, your Seniors.
THE MANLY MEN OF SCHMOLZE

Angel #1
Angel #2

Jawn My Piece.
Piece my Jawn

Jihad Ballers

Ping Pong Masters
and Danimal
The Oracle Was Right

Bad Dates

Handsome Squidward. Stone. Scruff Man

Hide and Seek

Monkey Boys
"We do what we want."
Siblings
Dear Beautiful People,

We had a dream recently that it was graduation. A splendid day in May. You all strode out onto the front lawn in your regalia – St. Andrew’s ties or white dresses. Malcolm was of course wearing his camel coat thing, but it wasn’t nearly as disgusting as it is in real life. You smiled as you processed in and sat in the white chairs you helped clean off the year before, left side, all the way to the front. Graduation went as all graduation’s do. Eliza and TJ offered worthy words of congratulations and love. Others offered wisdom and reiterated expectations of living a life worth living. One-by-one, your names were called and we cheered, clapped, laughed. Mr. Roach hugged every one of you and you each deserved the sense of accomplishment that can only come with such pomp and circumstance.

Afterwards, we ate lunch on the Front Lawn. We did our best to give our well wishes to everyone, but the rush and confusion made it hard. In truth, we struggled to say goodbye, a mix of denial and disbelief. Eventually, you started to leave. Not en masse, but a trickle. “Have you seen so and so?” “I’m not sure. I think they left.” And that’s how it ends. We clean the front lawn and the underperformers sit around, wondering how it will feel later that night, hours after you make your way out the long driveway for the last time as students, or near students.

We’ve painted a bit of a sad story, but here’s the good news: you’re never truly gone and you’re never actually apart from each other. You see, you will always be brothers and sisters and St. Andrew’s will always be your collective home. Better still, in the words of Michael Jackson sang so passionately by Evan, we want you back.

You’re not invited back; you don’t ever need an invitation. In fact, you’re expected to come back often, hopefully with each other. When your five-year reunions come along you have to promise us that you’ll make every effort to be there. There will inevitably be scheduling conflicts – weddings, births, detainment in a foreign land – but the truth is that you know you are better with each other and the more of you in one place, the better still you become. It is more than you all simply being more than the sum of your parts. The parts themselves get more interesting, brighter, more alive. If you’re not convinced, then just promise you’ll come back for the karaoke. We might even join you.

We are so honored and proud to be a part of the Great Class of 2014. You are in our hearts as we know you are in each other’s. Be good to each other, look out for each other, and make the necessary effort over the years and years from now to keep the family strong.

Much Love,
Mr. Robinson and Ms. Devine
Proud Co-Advisors to the Class of 2014
Eliza Calkins
Thank you Saint Andrew's!

THANK YOU to my family- Dad, Mom, Emily, Beth, Daniel, Nick, and Ajae. Love you! THANK YOU to the people who made my time here at SAS the best three years of my life- Chris- thanks for encouraging me to come to SAS and for being the greatest cousin I could ever ask for. Ellen and Aly- love you nuggets! I will always remember Midnight Almonds! Eliza- you will always be my doll. Zoe and Kaj- I am so lucky to have you both as my best friends. TJ- thank you for being the best co-president in the world! Malcolm, Alex, Reed, Colin, Kevin, Ryan, Haze, Emery, Lucy, Charlotte, Bella, Sara, Mollie, Megan, Janes, Taylor, Emma, Bridget, Will, Aaron, Br, Danny, Lindsay, Louisa, Brenna, Eunice, Ysabel, Noah, The Evans, Joseph, Tighman, Ben, Brian, Sara, Austin, Webber, Doug, Daniel, Brandon, Frizzle, Anand, Pecco, and the ENTIRE CLASS OF 2014- You guys amaze and inspire me everyday! Love you like crazy! THANK YOU to some of my role models and favorite teachers- Ms. Phelan, Ms. Rasch, Mrs. Rasch, Mr. Robb, Ms. Devine, Phil, Ms. Sparrs, Ms. Ramirez, Mrs. Fritz, Mr. McLean, Hilla, Ms. Hamilton, Mr. Duffy, Mr. DeSalle, Mr. McEwan, Ms. Pressman, Terrell- KEEP ON KILLIN IT- Garrett, The Peters, Grayson, Will, Duns, Doc, Will, Thomas, Alpert, Rack, Anthony, Nica, Liza, Eliza, Makina, Morgan, Arney (Calkins Outlaws farewell), Uche, Andrew, Kieren, Brooke, Lusia, Grace, Neo, Meredith, Jessica, Alexandra, Han, Lily, ALL the ladies at Moss, and everyone else! Live every second here to the fullest!
I wouldn't change anything about these last four years for the world. Love you all. Stay inspirational, beautiful, swaggy, and amazing. xoxo, Asia C.
"To you I am nothing more than a fox like a hundred thousand other foxes. But if you tame me, then we shall need each other. To me, you will be unique in all the world. To you, I shall be unique in all the world"
-Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
To all the Boys in the Boat, I would lay down everything for you guys. Keep working hard.

Fleming: You guys have no idea how proud of you all I am. You are an amazing group of young men who will do great things. Stay awesome.

Eunice, you refuse to give me a shoutout but I know you still love me. <3

Thanks to Mr. Robinson and Mr. Brown, the greatest role models I've ever had.


You all mean the world to me and have made my time here awesome. I wish the best for all of you.
"There was nowhere to go but everywhere, so just keep on rolling under the stars." - Jack Kerouac, On the Road

Thanks to...

- Ms. Pressman, the Roaches, Mrs. Chiu, the Hydes, Mrs. Schuler, the Fitzges, the Hutchinsons, and the rest of SAS faculty for your endless support and guidance.

- Class of 2014 - and especially the friends who provided a lifetime supply of laughs and inspiration.

- Pell Children '14: I suppose I do love you all... You've taught me how to hug, XOXO.

Cheers,

Eunice Sog
Thank you for the crew inspiration! I will love you forever, Momofesha. Will you be the godmother?

Thank you for being one of the best friends I've ever had. I love you!

WEEZETERS!!!!!!!

I can't thank you enough, WEEZERS. I loved rooming with you, singing with you, and just being around you. You are amazing.

College! What will happen here? Will it remain real that I don't have you to revivify me?

Mr. Everhart, you have honestly changed my life. Thanks for your encouragement, the support, and the friendship. You're truly the best.

Also a huge thanks to Lucy, Bella, Kev, Rease, Doug, RyBa, Mollie (roomies!), Becca, Bec, Brey, Brandy, Dave, Presty, Mr. Braul, Jen, Megan, Mr. O, Erin, Emily, Bridge, Sara, Mr. Crummin, Searla, Mrs. Johnson, Asia, Clara, Narn, Trent, Jaya, Zoe, Sam, Pope Finch, Della, Bev, XC, Mock Trial, CREDO, SPIC, and everyone else who has made this place so incredible.

And my biggest thanks to Mom, Dad, and Bill. I love you all so much. Thank you for always supporting me.

DAMN, get out of here! Thanks for being my second brother, our make a perfect excellent head character team. This is my favorite!

To my beautiful Pell girls! Living with you was the highlight of my year. Thanks for the hugs, the laughs, and bike rides. You are my friends, my family, and my home.

PELL SENIORS! We make the best team! From weddings to Netflix marathons to Christmas morning. Thanks for being my family.

Mom - thank you for always being there. I love you.

Sue - you have taught me so much. I can't describe how much I love you.

Genesis and Katherine - you have made my year.

Thank you.
Thanks to all of you for a great four years!

Here's the new rule: Break the wineglass and fall towards the glassblower's breath. Inside this new love, die. Your way begins on the other side. Become the sky. Take an axe to the prison wall. Escape. Walk out like someone suddenly born into color. Do it now.

-Rumi

To the SMS Class of 2019

Be the sunshine that you can't find, indoors, at night, or on cloudy days.
SEE YOU AROUND, CLASS OF 2014! ALL MY LOVE.

"THE HAPPINESS OF BEING WITH PEOPLE!"

ELLIE: MY BEST FRIEND. I CAN'T BE TOO CHEESY OR YOU'LL MAKE FUN OF ME. I LOVE YOU!

AUSTIN: HERE'S TO 12 YEARS AND MANY MORE.

ELSIE & LUCY: ROOMMATES, FELLOW MAFIA MEMBERS, BEST FRIENDS, SISTERS, I LOVE YOU FOREVER & EVER.

ANNEX 2011-2012: PURE TROUBLE.

DANIEL: WOMB TO TOMB, BABY.

CHO THO TOUR 2012- ELLEN Y. EUROPE.

DANNY: I CAN'T WAIT FOR OUR WEDDING. I LOVE YOU!

DAVID: CAN I BE IN YOUR FAMILY YET? OH, & I LOVE YOU!

V. FIELD HOCKEY: GO OUT THERE & SHOCK 'EM UP.

REED & DOUG: OH YOU TWO. I LOVE YOU DEARLY.

KELVIN & MALCOLM: BEST BUDS! I LOVE YOU!

ALEXA & NEVA: MY DANGERS! IT'S IN YOUR HANDS NOW.

BELLA: OH, TOO MANY GOOD TIMES TO COUNT. BEST FRIEND. I LOVE YOU.

NICARAGUA 2012: THE BUMBA FISH...

EMMA, ZOE: YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST. I LOVE YOU!

MUSICAL 2010-2014: IT'S BEEN REAL. CHRIS: MY HEART. THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING.

SOPHIA: BABY SISTER! I LOVE YOU & I GOT YOUR BACK. CALL ME!

MOLLIE, SARA: MY BEST FRIENDS!

BRENNEN: YOU'RE WICKED & I LOVE YOU.

MR. GOLDS: THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU. I CAN'T SAY IT ENOUGH.

MRS. LAZAR: I LOVED LIVING WITH YOU THIS YEAR. KEEP IN TOUCH!

KATIE: MY CRAZY SISTER, I LOVE YOU.

HOM & DAD: THERE'S SO MUCH TO THANK YOU FOR, I DON'T KNOW WHERE TO BEGIN. I LOVE BOTH OF YOU TO THE MOON & BACK.

MOM & DAD: THERE'S SO MUCH TO THANK YOU FOR, I DON'T KNOW WHERE TO BEGIN. I LOVE BOTH OF YOU TO THE MOON & BACK.

DANIEL: MY BROTHER, MY BEST FRIEND. THANKS FOR KEEPING IT REAL. LOOK, I SURVIVED! IT WOULD'VE BEEN A TIGHT GO WITHOUT YOU.

I LOVE YOU.
Crazy Stuff Went down

CALLOUTS/BLACKMAIL

With Friends like these I know life is good, Thank You St. Andrews
Welcome one and welcome all to my senior page! I know everyone else will have a bunch of pictures of people but I decided to do my page a little differently. But this doesn't mean I don't love you all; I do! Anyway welcome to 1-800 and one reference you probably won't get.

Indeed, Captain speaks the truth. Let us rest and remember these past 4 years. So much has happened and I would hate to forget anything! As for the new comers, have some life lessons - free of charge.

Freshman year our Journey began. Beardless, shy and clueless, four people especially saw past my social awkwardness and became my friends, Ryan, Austin, Eman and Oriana, thanks for the friendship, without you that year would have been much colder and my time at St. Andrews could never have been as awesome as it was. Thanks a billion!

That year was an adventure. New people, hard classes and dorm. Beating with confidence can be hard, but I learned that sometimes you just have to throw yourself out there. It won't be easy but you should do it. Your true friends will catch you.

And yet, this time to move on to bigger and better adventures. Our imaginations are our limits and the possibilities are only limited by what we refuse to understand. We are human, we are flawed but together we cannot become greater. In unity we can surpass hate and diversity. For, in unity we find friendship, in unity we find understanding and with understanding, anything is possible.

Victor Alejandro Arias

Whelp, it certainly has been some crazy four years hasn't it? It seems like just the other day all the guys were gathered in the living room playing CoD, everyone was hanging out in groups of 25 people because nobody knew anyone else, the violent plaque known as ‘Facebook fans’ was released and we sweated under the stress rule of Mr. Everhart during dinner. (story half and we are the last class to do so.

 Heck, that’s just freshman year we have been though so much. It really has been a BAST!

Finally, senior year, but before I get all soppy and start shedding many tears I want to share a little advice on the college process and about looking to the future. When you start visiting colleges many will blend together into an endless series of information sessions and campus tours that all seem to say/show the same things. DON'T LET THEM! Ask questions about research and things that get you involved with your interests. Wait being said, try and get an understanding of what you like to do. If you want to do it without getting paid, try to make it if you can. You won't regret it seriously people make a living as professional videogame players, so the options for you are endless.

Ah, Junior year. There was the amazing quad (Bum Squad union), ‘Studying’ with Oriana and Charlie., I grew a beard and so much more! The last part of the year was fun but everything changed when the cat went wrong story. So gather your team of friends and go on an adventure! See what you guys
Thank you to every single person that has help make my St. Andrew's career one of the best and most memorable parts of my life. Thank you to my parents, Will Rob, Hutch, Carroll, the Men of Sherwood, and the class of 2014.

Special thanks to: Eliza, Megan, Garrett, Alex, Ellen, Colin, Aaron, Bo, Will, Emory, Peart, Bridget, Malcolm, TJ, Kirstin, Sam, Elsa, Lucy, and Kelvin.


Cherish every moment that St. Andrew's has to offer.
Thank you Dad, Mom (who will kill me for putting dad's name first), Brookie Andy, Al, Ms. Smith, Mr. Porter, DJOC, Will Rob, Carroll, T-Roach, Woodlets, Mcgiff

And the love of my life...............→
Sorry I broke your heart kid...one day...

Stay Classy St. Andrew's,

Alex "Beefcake" McIlvaine
"WE DID IT!"
-Dora the Explorer

Thank you to Mom, Dad, Courtney, Victoria, Dr. Johnson, Shen Laoshi, and Wawa for always supporting me.

Half a man was never as good as a whole man.

-Brian Peart

-Thanks to Mom, Dad, and Will Rob for supporting me, and especially my bros Andrew and Henry for all the love. Thank you to all my teams, classmates, teachers, and friends, and everyone that made my time here unforgettable.
The years fly by. Thank you to Mr. Higgins, Mr. Kahan, Mr. Brown, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Brownlee, Mr. Porter, Mr. Desalvo, Mrs. Fritz, Mrs. Zendt, Señora and all the other faculty that have impacted my life and future. Shout out to my brothers: JWR, DAD, CMB, MHB, SCG, BCB, AJS, TJWVO and ND. Thanks to Jamie, Allison, Louise, Oriana, Bella and Elsa for being great friends. Thank you Liza and TJ for being the best presidents. Thank you Luke B for preserving my sanity and being an all around amazing person. Lead next year.


Addison, it’s been great to get to know you this year; keep up the good work and enjoy the next three years. Dedicated to all the rowers, runners, polar bears, pipers, acolytes and SAC heads out there.

And to my loving sister and parents.

- Noah
Thank you

For A Great 4 Years
Gabrielle Lawson

Proud to be Jamaican

“Nothing lasts forever, so live it up, drink it down, laugh it off, avoid the drama, take chances and never have regrets because at one point everything you did was exactly what you wanted.” Taking the risk to come to SAS as a new junior is a decision that I would never look back on. It was a short 2 year career that was filled with laughs, cries and excitement. Thanks to everyone who made my last two years of highschool so memorable.

Smooches:

Thank You,
Mom, Dad, Nel, Mrs. Scuheller, Mr & Mrs Alleyne
"Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived forwards."

FOR THE FACULTY, THE SENIOR CLASS, AND EVERYONE WHO HAS EVER SHARED SAS WITH ME:
There isn't room for all the names, stories, pictures, or inside jokes to summarize my time here. I'm not sure if there could ever be a way to express how much we've all changed, the times we've grown up or the times we've chosen not to. The good, bad, late nights, laughter, random adventuring, and tears and all the in-betweens with you guys make these incredible years not just my experience but something shared between all of us.
Thanks for making it special and sharing it with me. Deuces.
ALY SALIBA


LYDIE- We'veayed best friends through it all. Thanks for always being there and taking some of my best memories. Love you long time.

ellen & eliza

THE NUGS WILL LIVE ON

TO MY AND MY LIFE COACH - Thanks for being my number one fans and inspiring me to do my best every day. You guys are truly the best parent anyone could ask for.

LOVE YOU MORE.

Grace and Poodgie-I'll admit that I like being stuck between you crazies.

LIFE MOVES PRETTY FAST. IF YOU DON'T STOP TO LOOK AROUND ONCE IN A WHILE YOU COULD MISS IT”

-FERRIS BUELLER

MAKE THE MOST OF IT KIDDOS...
Morgie, Eliza, Liz, Mel, Carson, Spencer, the Peters, Jay, young belk, shroomate and fungal. Eleni & Katie, Alexia, krusty krebs, ALL OF CRAZY MOSS, Meggie, Ben and Nick-stay afraid, and all I missed... LIVE IT UP

KEEP ON KEEPIN ON
Morgie: Even though you tripped me that one time... and by that I mean every day... still love you. Kill it next year for me!

Liza, Shnookums, Earl, whatever you're called: I punch you with my love! You'll always be my nug, forever and ever. Since 1844. Even when you're asking if you can stop on my bed, you are the greatest person I know.

Chris: We're the two best friends that any one could have. 1-2-3-SUPPORT!

ELLEN

Malcolm: Remember that one time you were my bestie? Wait... Pops + Lucy: Thanks for everything, even the insanity. Has anyone ever told you how much you look like Prince of Wales?

COPPER

Upper Moss/The Quint: Y'all made dorm the best. Thanks for everything.

To all the rest: I didn't have room for. Uche, Boom, Peter, Willie, Brook, Liv, Liz, Mel, Justin, C. Everhart, each other thing, Ms. Hamilton, Mr. Porter, Mr. N. Connors, Ms. Crowley, and everyone else. Thanks for when I'm gone. I'll miss you so much. Make sure you do great things next year!!

PS: F**K Y'ALL BETTER KILL IT.

Smells: Imma miss watching LOTR with you... and quoting every other word. Even though you're head girl... I still love you. Freakin' hilarious man.
Señora, Prof, and all the other members of the Ramiller family: Thanks for the good food and the laughs. Pep, Z, Riley, Jasper, Ryan, Doug, Austin, Maas, and Ding: You taught me to earn it for the team.

A special shout out to Charlotte, Megan, and, well, Doug: Here's to being the best Mud Run team ever. Henry, Austin, Jordan, and William: Thanks for putting up for me even if it was just for a year.

Liza, TJ, and Elsa: Thanks for all the tireless work to make the SAS community the best it could be. Finally the Class of 2014: Thanks for 4 years and friendships that will last a lifetime. It's been great.
"Life is a journey, not a destination." - Emerson

Thanks so much to everyone who made this journey so special, especially: the Class of 2014, the Baum Seniors, the Tennis Team, the Mock Trial Team, RM, RC, DM, CB, KC, AS, BP, DD, DB, NR, JC, JR, EM, ET, TVO, BB, BR, AT, EN, LC, YC, SG, TG, LM, TM, BM, LS, the Ramiller Advisory, G-Bach, D-JOC, Kahn, Childers, the Lazars, the Fritzels, Mrs. Duprey, Señora, and especially Profé.
Thanks for everything.
Always, Ky

A special thanks to the following:

“How lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard” – A.A. Milne, Winnie the Pooh
“Goodbye? Oh no! Can’t we just go back to page one and start over again?” ~ Winnie the Pooh

Thanks for letting me tell my stories and explain why they’re funny. It’s been a great 3 years.
to the family:
Thank you so much for the past 4 years couldn't have done it without you. We love you so much!

WE OUT. TURN UP!
- Jan & Tay

- Tay & Jan
"People are my religion; because I believe in them."

- Andrew Jackson Jihad

S/O to Loua Moss 2011, Honhop Cho, School of the Cult and THE Circle (Katie)

Humanities, CHIPS, and the Right Now

Not doing my senior exhibition.

Right Now Not Being a "Normal"

JAN, TAY, EMMA, SARAH, DANNY, CAROL, TEEN, ORIANNA, BERTIE, BRIDGET, KATIE, JOSUE, LUCY & ELSE, CHAR, ALICE, ALY, ELLA, DAVID, MARGARET, MALCOLM, NERVER, EUNICE, FRIZZLE, IR, CHRISS, ASIA, LOUISE, LILY, LIZA, BRIAN, MOLLIE, T.J., JAMES, AND ALL OF SAS.

Dorm love you all!

Hey Meg, SDLC!
All of my roommate(honorary and "real": aka Jan, Ysabel, Kirstin, Bertie, Jamie AND Momo, Allison, Asia, Lilly, and Erica): All of you were supportive, loving and knew exactly when to tell me it was time to stop acting crazy, take a break and get some sleep. I really love all of the inside jokes and crazy stories as well as all of you, I guess :-3

The Boys(Charlie, Victor, Ryan, Austin and Clay): Yeah, fine, I don't have the space to write all of our jokes, and no where close to all of the memories but I couldn't think of a better group of guys to call "mine"... well, I don't but Bella Miller certainly does :)

My girls on Pell: You always make me laugh and give me hugs and all of you brightened up my day by just being happy to see me... and sometimes I even love the sassiness... sometimes :)

I don't have space to write about everyone who has made me laugh or shares a great memory with me but some people who really deserve a shout out are Preston, Nam(and Dylan O'Brien), Noah, Taylor, Jeremy, Ms. Reddy, Buffy, Clara, Ms. Pressman, Kelsey and Margaux(yeah I know they graduated).

Thank you for making it hard to say Good-bye! :)

Oriana
IT'S BEEN REAL

I've had a ball

Mollie
Lindsay Garner

Shout out to all my guys and gals that made my two years at SAS possible, I couldn't of done it without y'all.

Thanks for all the good times!

It's better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring. -Marilyn Monroe
"Let all of life be an unfettered howl. Like the crowd greeting the gladiator. Don't stop to think, don't interrupt the scream, exhale, release life's rapture." - Vladimir Nabokov

This goes out to all the people who have made my time at St. Andrew's unforgettable.

Special thanks to Eunice and Allison, two of the best friends anyone could imagine. Keep doing your thing, ya hooligans. For Jamie, one of the most inspirational and lovely people in my life. For Louise, for being ridiculous and awesome and a fantastic person all at once. For Oriana, and the amazing albeit dysfunctional triple of senior year. For Kirstin, Lilly, Moriah, Ysabel, and all my friends. Big shout out to Preston, Katie, and Brenna and thanks to the Fab Friday Crew. Thank you Doc McLean, Ms. Kelly, Wexner, and P-Money, some of the greatest people to support and teach me at SAS. To the Pell girls- You're weirdos. But yes, you were right. I do love you all. Finally, thank you to my family- your love and support has taken me far. Keep it real, kids.
"I've been thinking about it, and that poem, that guy that wrote it, he meant you're gold when you're a kid, like green. When you're a kid everything's new, dawn. It's just when you get used to everything that it's day. Like the way you dig sunsets, Pony. That's gold. Keep that way, it's a good way to be."
- S.E. Hinton, The Outsiders

ALLISON WENDT

To my friends who never really run out of energy, to the teachers here who make me take ethos and compassion seriously, to the opinionated gals of K who keep me on my toes, and to my parents (see depicted in drag on right) who make clear I'm not as old as I think, thank you for constantly helping me to see the world with fresh eyes. Special thanks to Ms Kelly, DeSal, and Mr McGiff for anchoring me and making every load decidedly lighter. Finally, I have to credit the source of all my inspiration, my young homie Bertie Miller, who is always willing to skateboard barefoot, camp in the wilderness, and brave the existential with me. Cheers to everybody at SAS who embraces complexity and optimism; you've taught me so much.
First I want to thank my family. Thank you SAS for the ride. Shout out to everyone that helped me along the way. Much love to y'all! Special Shout outs to Ben, Austin, My Awesome roommates T.J and Y.H (Diversity Trio) Taylor, Zahriyah, Karley, Rock, Jordan, Henry, and Myles Mr. Terrell Myers, Mr. Tony Allyene, Mrs. Duprey and Ms. Treava. Without y'all I never would have made it through.

Von Hee is forever. Bonds that can't be broken.

And of course to my biggest supporter and best friend. Janee Dennis! I love you.

9.28.11
Evan Thomas
Class of 2014


Thanks SAS!

SHOUTOUTS TO

Tony, Terrell, Profe, Ms. Treava, Ms. Duprey, Mr. Speers, Mrs. Roach, Mr. Roach, Ms. Reddy, Dr. J Ms. G Mr. Hyde The Fritz
Thanks for looking out for me
Messy thoughts, messy hair, messy life.
thank you for all of this and so much more... ELSA, EVE, you know me better than anyone. Thank you for sticking by me through it all. WEEZ, thank you for expressing the most genuine compassion and concern at all times. You constantly support and believe in me and I couldn’t ask for anything else. EMMA, I don’t know who I’d be or what I’d do without you in my life. JAY, I love you more than I can say. Thanks for breaking the curse. GOOSE, you are my inspiration. Thank you for guiding me and keeping me grounded. You are a constant source of joy and light. AY, I adore you. Everything you do inspires and amazes me. You are the most resilient person I know. YOYO, and LUD, forever.

CUTH, I can’t think of anyone I would have wanted to go to SAS with from home. You’ve always been a piece of home here and a piece of SAS there. Thank you for experiencing both with me. ALEX, I can’t thank you enough for simply being the best friend I could ask for. You’ve taught me to live the way I want and do the way I live, and for that, I can’t thank you enough. AARON, I will keep our letters forever. You laugh is amazing and contagious. Thank you for bringing happiness wherever you go. JAN, you’ve taught me so much, and I will never forget any of it. Thank you for being my role model. TAY, thanks for dancing with me on the first night and every night since. Let’s dance together forever. LINDS, you’ve been there. So you understand. Thank you for entering my life at the exact moment I needed you. GRAY, thank you for your constant kindness and concern and your ability to empathize and understand no matter what. KUJ, thank you for singing right next to me. Always. EMILY, thank you for being my sister. DAVID, you’re so much more than an A.T. REED, I adore your honesty. Thank you for being the most incredible listener. RYAN, your selflessness is extraordinary. I’ve never met anyone who puts others before him/herself the way you do. Thank you, T.J. thank you for carrying the weight of our world with such grace. KELVIN, thank you for making the best of every moment and teaching me to do the same. CLAY, thank you for being such a dreamer. Know that everything you imagine is possible. YS, thank you for finding and capturing the beauty in the world with me. LITA, thank you for brightening everyday to me. JO, you are so full of love, thank you for sharing it. JAMIE, thank you for being all your stories, for sharing your life with me. BELLA, thank you for fun and adventure with me and for all our incredible memories. Z, you will always be a part of me. LYD, thank you for knocking on my wall. Thank you for saving me my life with you. BIJAN, we will never stop talking. ORIANA, thank you for taking care of me.

Thank you... MIRIAM, HEN, KIM, EMORY, BRIAN, ROE, DOMINIQUE, COULTER, JAMES, DANNY, LILY, THOMAS, MORGAN, PATRICK, MENG, MOLLY, BRENNA, HAYWARD, PRESTON, JULIE-TTE, KATE, DOMINIC, ZILEY, NEELY, COLE, JACK, MIK, ISABEL, HOPE, HANNA, MR. BORTON, TERRILL, MR. MCLEAN, PAPA MAMA, PROF, SENORA, PAPA, WILL ROB, MILE, HVUN, MADAME, NOXONTONES, K DORM, MRS. B, ROACH ADVISORY, MOM, DADYO, MICHAEL, LUKE, KATHERINE, PETER, BUNK, LIZ, MADDIE, TWIN.

"TO THE WORLD YOU MAY BE JUST ONE PERSON, BUT TO ONE PERSON YOU MAY BE THE WORLD."

tosas, to everyone and everything here, thank you for being my world.

XOXO Bridget
GODFATHER, SAS - I am forever grateful for all you have given me. Class of 2014 - I love you all, thanks for standing by me. Liza - you made senior year wonderful, thanks for being there every step of the way, xoxo. Meg - you amaze me everyday, thank you for loving and supporting me. Goose - your goodness is infectious, thank you for understanding me, love you. Our triple love is forever. Colin - love you more than words, bud. Malcolm - my partner in crime, forever & always. Shapay - my inspiration, I love you like a daughter. Kallie - loves Rue. Mary - for the things I can't talk about with anyone else, I'm so grateful. Zoe - for always having my back. Ellen - SMELLEN AND SMELSA FOR LIFE, Texas forever. Aly - My other half, loves u. Babies. Kelvin - you're one of the greats, so glad we got to be best friends this year, stay silly. Rios - my favorite babe, winter workouts yayyy. TJ - thank you for being an incredible leader and an even better friend. Ryan - the world is truly a better place because you're in it. Alex - my favorite brother, sleepy horses forever. David - let's get married. Emory - I promise to be your mistress when David and I fall apart. Chris - you're the best. Reed - thanks for respecting my opinions even when we disagreed. Char & Bell - you guys always make me lighter, keep being awesome. YH - I don't know how you make me feel better from a million miles away, but you do, and it is amazing. Aaron - our flame will never die. Emma - let's go play SAFHL, Will B, Bo, Jasper, Math Daddy, Jan, Tay, Bert, Jamie, Eunice, Ben B, Evan, Clay, Sam, Ysabel, Noah, Anand, Ellie - you're beautiful inside and out, I love you. Grayson - you're the greatest. Morgan - stomach touch. Peter, Spence, Will N, Carson - The Master of Distraction, Brian, Willie, Bill, Brookie - the little sister I always wanted, Louisa - you're hilarious, never change. Han - my baby mama, Amanda, Jess & Alexia - love you guys, Nova & Grace - my bebes, Mags & Cami, Masa & Karissa, Pi & Mer, the Trouble triple - love our goodnight hugs, all my Moss chickadees, Hope, and all my other friends who have made my time here so wonderful. Bella (my dog) - You are actually the best dog ever, I love you to the moon and back. Mom, Dad, Peter, Monty & Bear - Thank you for everything, I love you. Profe - For being the best advisor anyone could ever ask for. For knowing me so well that I never have to explain myself, and respecting everything I say. I truly would not have made it without you. Love you and Senora so much, thank you. Mr. Brown & Louise - Thank you for supporting me every step of the way, your presence in my life is irreplaceable. Mr. and Mrs. B, Mrs. Lazer, The Robisons, Mrs. Fritz, Mr. Eyestadt, Senorita, Mrs. Myers - my other mom, The DeSalvo, Ms. Nolan, Hamilton, The Roaches, Al, Ms. Chiu, Ms. G, Mike, and of course, Phil. For the stuff that got us through - IOL, Fat Cat, Melburn, E's on Main, Sara and Parker, Heed B, You saw Chris in Japan and you didn't say hi? Blueberry people's restaurant, The Bates, the SG, and the Hunt, I'm drunk on Fitz Blitz, Esmail & Quinoa. I'm sorry what? I just had to hear that from Chris, She's the Man, Tim Riggins, Naps & Dots, The FG, We need to talk about the Force, Lightsabers, Zoe's stories, Spartacus, Black Hawk Down, High Cholesterol, There's a man in that torpedo, Beloved, Ditzy, boys basketball, loss*, & the whale. Xo, Eila
I love you all more than I can say. Thank you for everything.

emma 💗

THE WORLD THAT HAS MADE US ...
Emma reunited & it feels so good - we should probably go to bed now - we should probably stop eating - the cake incident - instafamous
Lucy & Lucy - Annex - Upper Moos
GSA - Sec. Ref. - M - PB - Melt down Monday - dat dorm lyfe - the triple 2 years runnin Oriana - Kirstin - massage trains - Alice in Wonderland - pick a song - cuddling - seething - rearranging - room rules - my third half - collages - Kirstin's wall - student exhibits

CAN NO LONGER CONTAIN US.

- Regina Spektor
"I'm bored" is a useless thing to say. I mean, you live in a great, big, vast world that you've seen none percent of. Even the inside of your own mind is endless, it goes on forever, inwardly, do you understand? The fact that you're alive is amazing, so you don't get to say "I'm bored." - Louis CK

I would be nothing without my parents' neverending support and love

I love you guys
Thank you to Mr. Brown for reminding me to be humble and that there is no substitute for hard work.

To Morgan Scoville for the constant reminder that excellence is a choice.

To the Hurtts for being a second family to me and to Gibby and Liam for being the little brothers I never had.

Thank you to Hoyt for getting up early to workout with me and helping me push through a long, cold winter. Your hard work and determination amazes me.

To Malcolm, Evan, Henry, Reed and Noah for being awesome roommates over the past four years.

And especially to my big brothers Forrest and Jeff, for helping me get my feet on the ground and moving and always encouraging me in everything I do.

Special thanks to Danny, David, and Brian for helping to make some incredible memories, for running the biggest Martinelli’s scam of the century, and for all of the life changing games of Cards Against Humanity.

And Danny, thank you for being the best friend anyone could ever ask for. Who would have guessed four years ago that we would be where we are now and getting ready to head out on an even bigger adventure. I couldn’t have done it without you by my side.

Cheers
CUESTDADDY

If life seems jolly rotten
There's something you've forgotten
And that's to laugh and smile and dance and sing
When you're feeling in the dumps
Don't be silly chumps
Just purse your lips and whistle
- that's the thing.
And...always look on the bright
side of life
-Eric Idle

Dear Teachers Advisors Coaches Staff
My Sophomores, South Central my Juniors
Class of 2014 Colin Mom Dad Keymer,

Thank you for this experience.
Sincerely,
Kelvin Cuesta
"A free man is someone who is true to himself, who follows dreams and turns them into reality. You have to put your fear to one side." - The Flight of the Frenchies
in Line for keeping me years. Thanks been a real 4 Cues-daddy: His

are the bomb. Thank you guys for everything... BA, SP, MM, WN, IL, TB, CS, CL, TP, BC, LB, R, St Chambers, Dom, HM, TN... A2, AZ, BC, XG, GH, AK, KM, NK, LF, TL, PR, NIK, KR, BA, Windwo, Notel, Dutt, Munga, NGC, Greece, Belw, Pa4, Hammond, Morn, Carroll, Thanks to Mr. McGuff, Maf and

bumpy and exciting. Thanks to all the guys for keeping the ride

asked for a better group to experience puberty with. St Anne's kids: Thanks for pulling up with all the bad stories and muffins for so many years. I couldn't have...
The women I scared away

my clitoris, be men!
Everyhart, and Gold, All
you Prototype, Mom,
Collin, I love you. Thank
stay a bro. Elise and
life. My bro Keep
keep living that T!izz

good time with you. Tj,
To all of SAs, I've had a

Little Rascals

Big Tiff

Feeresome Three Some

Malic Daddy Brown
Thank You
I'm thankful for this rather... educational chapter of life that you've all given me. I'll remember most of you fondly, others... well, that's irrelevant, I'm not really feeling a salty goodbye in my bones right now.

Anyway, we've all got our own roads to walk, and sadly, very few of us will have someone familiar to walk along with us, but life is fleeting, full of beginnings and endings. Just stay positive and roll with it, I have no idea where my next stop is, but I hope it's as enlightening as my time with you all has been. I know I may have seemed distant and aloof to some of you, but just know that I've never had a better place to hang my heart than St. Andrews.

Stay sharp, 2014... and try not to get yourself killed before our reunion, 'cause if you're not there, I'll notice.
～Spinmasta E. Merri

"Goodbye and Hello, as always."
～Roger Zelazny, The Courts of Chaos

Special Shout out to:
Mr. Crimmins
Mr. McGiff
Mr. Speers
Ms. Kerrane
Mrs. Meier
Ms. Taylor
You've all taught me so much, thanks.
Sajamir Bendi

Thank you for your letter and the photos of your family. I am so pleased to hear from you and see your new family and friends.

Sincerely,

Friedman
Special Thanks To

My Family, especially my parents for supporting me all the way, Jae Yoon (For your silent support😊), The Rectory School Class of 2011, and other friends I met on my journey...

I Will Miss...

Every member of Class of 2014, Ben, loveliest roommate, Austin T, Korean Bros-YH, Nathan, Sangwon, Andy, Sam, Anthony, Min, Peter (Lil Bro) & Sis – Clara, Eunice, Diana, Cindy, Dominique, Ryan, Coulter, Jasper, Clay, Econ Club, Model UN, Mrs. Johnson, Evan, Zoe, Amanda, Miller, Gabby, Joe, Mr. Gbach, Orchestra, Bay, Brandon, Jamie, Orianna, Mr. Hammond and his advisee group, Bill, other Jays, Fabian, Pranav, Carson, Will, Chris, Ted, Oscar, Sherwood People, Ms. Kelly (Sherwood Mother), Billionaires, Dr. Johnson (Thanks for putting up with me in 3 classes), Pterodactyl, Kprean Football Club
I Didn't Choose The Thug Life. The Thug Life Chose Me. ~ Christopher Columbus
It would take forever to fully thank everyone for this opportunity at St. Andrew's. I have never met a group of people so awesome, friendly, and smart. I would like to thank the class of 2014 for being amazing friends, Mr. Speers for being an awesome advisor and my family for providing me with this opportunity.

-Prizzle
Fanciful Frolicking Funtime
Blue, blue windows
behind the stars,
Yellow moon
on the rise,
Big birds
flying
across the
sky,
Throwing
shadows on our
eyes.
Leave us
--------
Helpless

DKD, HCT, LM, JH,
RC - You have been
everything. I won't
forget. Thank you.
Thank you to all of these people and countless more for an unforgettable 4 years that shaped me into the man I am today: Dr. J. Al Mr. Kemer, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Crimmins, Ms. Hastings, Mr. Porter, Señora, Mr. Brown, and my loving family. Love you, SAS! #14

Victor- Thanks for a great 4 years and for always having my back. I don’t know how you put up with me for that long. I wish you the best of luck.

Coulter- To a great co-RL and an even greater friend, I wouldn’t have got through without you. Thank you, I know I won’t forget you.

Nathan- It’s been great bro, time flies by fast. I’ll truly miss having you around.

Austin- I couldn’t have asked for a better friend, thanks for everything you’ve done for me.

Dom- I’m blessed to have known you, you’re one of the best people I’ve ever met. Take care and live it up.

Anand- Thank you for all you have taught me, even if I’m not as classy as you. I’ll really miss you and our deep talks.

Charlie- Thanks for pushing me and helping me when I needed it. It’s been an exciting 3 years.

Oriana- Gracias por todo que hiciste. Siempre tendré buenos recuerdos de nosotros, y yo nunca te olvidaré. Te amo.

Eunice- You are the most humble, amazing person I have ever had the privilege of knowing, you are incredible, love you.

Ysabel- To the best love hate relationship ever. Your happiness and energy are infectious, love you.

Elsa- I can’t believe it’s been 8 years, thank you for always being there. You’re simply amazing, I love you.

TJ- You’re a natural leader and a great friend, thank you for everything, I know you’ll go far in life.

Liza- Your smile brightens every day, thanks for keeping me sane this year :) Thank you, love you.

Bridget- You are the kindest, most selfless person I have ever known, go and live life to its fullest, <3.

Emma- I don’t know what I would do without you. I love you more than life. xoxo.

Taylor- We made it! You are just incredible, don’t ever forget that. Love you Tay.

Allison- I’ll miss our long, deep talks, your passion, and cheerful nature.

Mo- Thank you for setting me straight when I needed it. I’ll miss your sass.

Aaron, Colin, and Malcolm- thanks for putting up with me for 8 years, it’s been a great run.

Jasper, Wetter, Doug, and Reed- thanks for a great season. My bros Chris, Nolte, Noah, Brandon, and Cuest daddy. Jay and Clay- Thanks for the memories. YH- It wasn’t the same without you bro.

Char- I’ll miss your adorable smile, thanks for being there for me all year.

Asia- 2Chainz for life. Thanks for being sassy with me, I’ll miss you.

Shimmy- The youngest old man I know, thanks for your friendship.

Lucy- Thank you for being such a positive ball of energy, love ya goose.

Louise- You’re one of the kindest, wisest people I’ll ever know, thank you.

Lilly- I loved getting to know you last year.

Jamie- Thanks for being one of my best friends the past 3 years.

Clara- Love you, take care, you’re amazing.

Danny- It’s been a great 4 years bro, take it easy. You’ll be a great leader.

Nick- Thanks for sticking with me.

My sophomores- JD, BH, SL, CH, BG, and AL. My Juniors- BC, TP, RJ, HM, OM, CG, and CP, you’ll be great seniors.
SAM + DOUG = LEGACY

"AND I THOUGHT MY JOKES WERE BAD."  -THE JOKER

"Sam’s senior exhibition was, to my surprise, the first academic work to unlock the encoded secrets of my novel. His work will be foundational for all future analyses of The Known World and, indeed, the entirety of literature."

-Edward P. Jones

Two years wasn’t very long.

Nhu Vu
Vietnamese Restaurant

\[ \int \text{SAM} = \text{HILLIER} \quad (\text{SAM})^{\text{DOUG}} = \text{COUCH} + \text{FRIDGE} \]

192
Mom: You have been there for me every step of the way and being able to rely on you at every turn keeps me going. No amount of space on this page is enough. Papa: You have supported everything I have done the past four years and have sacrificed countless hours in the car, over email, on the phone, and face to face with me. I grew up to be like you. I've done a lot right. Max: I am so happy that I have gotten to spend my last two years with you here and I know that you are capable of amazing things in the future. NBA: here comes Mac Daddy, Cam: The only thing that I’ve neglected about SAS is that I didn’t get to hang with you as much as I wanted to. Your one of the funniest people I know and this is the limit for you in high school and beyond. Corrent: Joe: I don’t care that we had two of the worst rooms on campus, every year I roomed with you was better than the last. Your my bro Joe and I can rely on you more than almost anyone I know. Y: I want you to know that I’ve had that note left on my bed before you left in my backpack every since. You are the single best person on earth and I can’t help but think how different senior year would be with you here. Don’t you dare feel guilty though since I only feel that way because of how big a part of my life you were before this year and now continue to be. The von Heese’s will always be a family. Jasper: The Room of Diversity is simply not complete without your European Flavoring. Rooming with you was the best and it was a pleasure to have work as hard as you do every morning. Malcolm: Bonding together with our kids in danger as we can down junior dorm in the hopes of avoiding Emerson and John Klein was a perfect way to start our friendship. From Nicaragua and back, you have been there for me when I needed you and you always know how to make me laugh. Fleming Squad: You guys have made my senior year that much more amazing and I know that the school is in good hands with all of you here. Biles: I’m so happy to have gotten to know you so much better this year and hope you know that you made my life better. I love you. The best Lisa! Elsa: One of the only positive things that came out of that hectic time in between Thanksgiving and Christmas is that I got to know you better than I could have hoped to. I’ll never be able to repay you for letting me depend on and open up to you. Ms. Everhart and Mr. Gold: You both made life on dorm entertaining and meaningful every fodd. Will Rob: Your guidance as a Class Advisor and Head of the Honor Committee has been invaluable. Your level headedness helped keep me grounded and able to move forward. Mr. Davies: You have been an inspiration to everyone in our class and the SAS community. I know you didn’t get to spend as much time with us as everyone would have liked but know that you shaped a huge part of who you are though your presence and positivity. Mr. Brown: Aside from the amazing food, as an advisor you went above and beyond as I could have hoped for. From giving out of your way to pick up an idea at God’s Parrish to catching us on our in 1993 slim, you did it all. Mr. Porter: You have influenced me as an athlete, a scholar, a leader and a person and I am extremely grateful. Mr. Roche: Your undying passion for St. Andrew’s and every little part that comprises this place has shaped and challenged my values and passions. Thank you, SAS! Every single person I have ever had the pleasure of meeting have helped cultivate a part of who I am today. For that I am extremely grateful and I wish only the best for each of you individually and St. Andrew’s as a whole in the future.
There are too many people to thank on such a small page. In short, St. Andre has been the best thing to ever happen to me, and I thank everyone who ever helped me, challenged me, cared about me, taught me, advised me, coached me, or befriended me. It has been a great four years because of you.
Things at SAS that I will carry on: knowledge, athleticism, self-awareness, the love for bacon/hot wings, and steadfastness. Merci beaucoup!

“We stumble on, bring a little noise into the silence, find in others the ongoing of ourselves.” — Column McCann

To DuyAnh: Yo Dude, thanks for being my mentor! Though you kinda suck hahahaahaha

To Bre Pierce: You'll always be my only big sister!
To ThuyAnh & Han: You guys are the best little sisters that I could've asked for. Be good and safe!

Keepin' XC easy

It's my pinhole camera

Mrs. Schuller: I miss you!!
Mr. Speers: I'll keep the handkerchief 4eva ...
Ms. Phelan: Will you be my BFF?

Câm on ba mẹ, Mimi, chi Xû, anh Chuột vi tát cả! Con sẽ luôn có gang het mình! Môt con cuôi chòng Tây về để ba mẹ vui lòng hoho hoho hoho
Sam Gowen

Class of 2014

Amen.
Give me a mountain—I'll climb it. Give me a Katy Perry song—I'll sing it.

- Louis Litt

That's for my gun. That's gun lotion.

- Rango

Shoutout to the Color Blue, Hutch, Mom, Dad, Sis, Aunt Vie, Nolte, The Bros, the Gals, Goon Squad, Dancing, and Wawa. Thanks for all the support!
Thanks to everyone who has been with me throughout these four years. They’ve been great and I couldn’t have done it without ya’ll.
Thanks to my family for their love and support, and to my friends, teachers, coaches and teammates who made this place feel like home.

"Y'all have a blessed day." - Da'Quan
And above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you because the greatest secrets are always hidden in the most unlikely places. Those who don't believe in magic will never find it.” — Roald Dahl

Every student, faculty member, and staff member that I have had the fortune of interacting with over the past four years has shaped me into the person I am. Thank you all for helping me realize what is important: I have nothing but the best wishes for all of your futures.

Thank you also to my family (Steven, Grant, Mom, and Dad) for the encouragement and love that you unwaveringly give me, even while living hours away. Living away from home has truly made me appreciate the extent to which you go to ensure that I am having the best high school experience that I could ever have hoped for.

We can make the best or the worst of our lives. I hope you make the best of it. And I hope you see things that startle you. I hope you feel things you never felt before. I hope you meet people with a different point of view. I hope you live a life you're proud of. If you find that you're not, I hope you have the strength to start all over again.

— Benjamin Button, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
SangWon Shim

SEOUl -> MIDDLETOWN -> NEW YORK CITY -> ...

No-Run Practice

303 Discussion Group

The Korean Connection
CLEE

SHOOT FOR THE MOON. EVEN IF YOU MISS, YOU'LL LAND AMONG THE STARS ~LES BROWN
SPECIAL THANKS GO TO: the Class of ’14, my partners in crime DKD and Coulter as well as to the befriended gang of cockroach bros of the oldskool Sherwood bathroom, Erika, Jay, Gabby, my roomies YH, TJ ‘the captain’ (yes, I just invented that nickname) and Joe, Cuestdaddy for being cuestdaddy, Ryan and Colin for guiding me through my very first days, Clay for *** and falling asleep, Sherwood & Ms. Kelly, Emory for not trying to teach me LOL (seriously, though), Pep for smiling all the time during practice, Louise, Bridget, Malcolm and so many others, Mr. Meier for showing me that not all of my artistic endeavors are entirely worthless, Mr. Hyde for trying to hide his tenderness from us and everyone else for coping with my heavy cursing. I’m sure I forgot to say something important.
All my love
to everyone who
made my year
truly amazing
Excited to see what the
future will bring

"It is not in our stars to hold our
destiny, but in ourselves"
Lost Along the Way...
Parent
Ads
Aaron Chang

Congratulations! We are very proud of you!
We love you so much.
Mom and Dad

Aaron, you've always excelled at anything you've put your mind to. We can't wait to see what's next
to come -- have fun and keep on killin' it.
Courtney

Aaron, I'm so lucky to have a little brother as thoughtful and intelligent as you, and I can't wait to see
what you'll accomplish and the lives you'll change post-grad. Please promise me that you'll keep
learning without losing your goofy sense of humor, and that you'll welcome every new acquaintance
with the unassuming empathy that draws so many to you. Congratulations, I'm so proud of you!!
Love,
Victoria
Ryan Price

Thank you to the entire staff at St. Andrew's. We could not have made a better choice for Ryan. We are so proud!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Maddie,
Spencer and Poppop

Malcolm Howlett Brown

We are so proud of all the ways you have grown in body, mind, and spirit!
We love you!

Mom, Dad, Forrest,
Charlie and Huckleberry
Evan, Congratulations to you and the entire St. Andrew's class of 2014!

Always remember that only through God will you find true peace and happiness, then go for it.

We are proud of you and love you.

Dad, Mom & Justin
We have loved watching you grow and blossom! We are proud of all that you have accomplished and look forward to all that is yet to come.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Kari
Zoe Bear,

"We hope you never lose your sense of wonder, 
You get your fill to eat but always keep that hunger, 
May you never take one single breath for granted, 
God forbid love ever leave you empty handed, 
We hope you still feel small when you stand beside the ocean, 
Whenever one door closes we hope one more opens, 
Promise us that you'll give faith a fighting chance, 
And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance, 
We hope you dance...We hope you dance!"

- L. Rimes

We love you! Daddy, Mommy and Eleni
Congratulations Elsa and the Class of 2014

Love,
Mom, Dad, Peter, Mom Mom, Pop Pop, Momo, Monty, Bella and Bear

to William McCadden Wetter and the Class of 2014

Finally, beloved, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is pleasing, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things. Keep on doing the things that you have learned...and the God of peace will be with you.

Philippians 4: 8-9
Congratulations to the Dynamic Duo!

We love you beyond measure.

Mom and Dad
Congratulations Eliza!
We Love You
Hugh, Beth, Emily, Daniel, Nick, and Ajax
Emma Alden Richardson

"Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You."
-Dr. Seuss

Congratulations Emma!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Neva

Danny DeVeau

Good, better, best,
Never let it rest,
'Til the good gets better and the better best!

Parting words from his Montessori teacher taken to heart through choir school and SAS!

Can't wait to see what's next.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Louise Olhausen Marks

"The privilege of a lifetime is being who you are"
-Joseph Campbell

We are so proud of who you are and all that you have accomplished. We love you so much.

-Mom, Dad, Richard, and Morgan

Charlie Taylor

Son,
We love you SO much, and are so very proud of all that you have accomplished - and all that you ARE. The world is a better place because you are in it.
Love always and no matter what,
Mom and Dad
Will Brown

congratulations will and
class of 2014
thanks to mike m, harvey j,
faculty, coaches, staff at SAS
love, mom, dad, emma &
nonno
Darling Lucy,

You're the BEST!

We are so proud of you and love you so very much.

Mama, Daddy, Jess, Rachel, Carlo, Jessica and Tom
Cousins by Chance,
Friends by Choice
“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. You’re on your own. And you know what you know. You are the guy who’ll decide where to go.” Dr. Seuss

We believe in you!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Kaley & Garrett
I am from the sound of the dog barking at 6 o'clock AM and the sound of crickets at night. From the smell of bacon on Sundays and the smell of pancakes whenever dad has the time.

I am from corn pudding, chicken stir-fry, hot dogs and hamburgers on the grill and double layer chocolate cake on birthdays.

I am from take what you can eat, there is no maid in this house, leave it all on the field, and I am from my parents, Stokes and Laura, and my brothers Andrew and Henry and my dog pepper, all 5 of which I could never live without.

You are loved Emory!
Mom, Dad, Andrew, Henry and Peppermint.
Aly Saliba

"We must walk consciously only part way toward our goal, and then leap in the dark to our success."
- Henry David Thoreau

Congratulations Aly and to the class of 2014!!
All our love and pride,
Mom, Dad, Grace and Audrey

Ryan Chiu

Well done, Ryan!
We're so proud of you!
May your passion lead you to happiness.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Evan
Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

A lifetime of love to you, Sam, may you always keep your splendid joy.

Mom, Dad, Kiki, Sandy, and for the furry foursome, Pepper
Congratulations Daniel!

With Love,
Mum, Dad, Erin & Sophia
Congratulations Oriana!

We are proud of you. We look forward to see your bright light continue to shine!

With love,

Mom, Dad, Keegan and Fiona
Sam,
You're off to Great Places! Today is your day!
Your mountain is waiting, So... get on your way!"
Dr. Seuss

We are so proud of all you have accomplished
at SAS and can't wait to see what lies ahead!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Emily & Jordy
Brandon Baker

“When I count my blessings, I count you twice.” Irish proverb
Congratulations, Brandon!
Love,
Mom and Dad
2011-2014
What was that?
Something's itching me!
What was that?
Something's twitching me!
What was that?
Are those feathers I see?
I think my tail's beginning!
Oh my word!
This is wonderful!
Second, third,
Wow, I'm colorful!
What a bird I'm beginning to be...
Amaz ingen Jamie!

2014 -
Just think!
Oh, the thinks you can think
Think and wonder and dream--
Far and wide as you dare!

Think invisible ink!
Or a gink with a stink!
Or a stair to the sky...

Think Of A Bird
With A One-feather Tail
Going On Adventure
Down A Dangerous Trail!

Congratulations, Jamie Lou! We are so very proud of you...creme de la creme, Belle!

May you and Blueberry continue to soar with your beautiful tails. We love you, Ga.

"All for you."
Mom and Dad

SAS faculty and staff, how can we ever thank you enough?

(Lyrics from Seussical, starring Jamie as Gertrude McFuzz.)
CONGRATULATIONS!

Thank You St. Andrew's
Allison Wendt

"Determined to live life with flair and laughter" — Maya Angelou

Congratulations, Allison!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Penny

"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there
is no path and leave a trail." — Ralph Waldo Emerson

Gray Elizabeth Stewart

Dearest Gray— you have so much to be proud of. You've inspired us with your
adventurous spirit, creativity and
perseverance. We love you always—
Mom, Dad, Merritt, Caroline and
Charlie
Dearest Asia

You have grown so much in this last 4 years. From serving others during our medical missions trips to the remarkable education and challenges of boarding school - you have made us proud. We are thankful that God has put you in our hands to nurture.

Remember always - "Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not to your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will direct your path." (Proverbs 3:5-6)

We love you dearly,
Love, Mom and Dad
Congratulations Sara!

With much love and admiration-
Mom and Dad,
Caroline, Emily and
Gypsy,
Bubbie and
Grandpop,
Chou Chou and
Pop Pop
Darling Bella (AKA Baby A),
Best Congratulations to you and to the entire
SAS class of 2014! You are an amazing young
woman and being your parents is pure joy. We
are so proud of all you’ve accomplished in your
four years at SAS and look forward to tagging
along on the next part of your journey. Thank
you for being our own Bella Bellissima.
Toy, toy, toy!
Mom and Dad

From the prairie to the river to the mountains
to the fields, you have always followed your
own ideas and unique sense of style. We
can't wait to see where you go from here!
Congratulations Colin!
Love,
Maj, Paj, Lindsay and Pete
Dearest Bertie (AKA Baby B),

We congratulate you and the 2014 SAS graduating class! The journey has been filled with incredible moments and we send you out into the world with all our love. You have made us proud of you all your life. May your commitment to our planet and to joy and peace in the world carry you far.

Mom and Dad

David Ball

We wish you the best. You are on your way!

Love,
Mom and Dad
You were born on Father's Day in ninety-five
A "quart of milk" and apple of our eye
The first of four in the Garner clan
Always Wendy when playing Peter Pan
Pink, Pink and Ellie were tried and true
But Blankey was your real true blue
Vogue, Caramel Cake and New York City
Bring a smile to your face and make you feel giddy
An SAS Saint headed to Wake next Fall
Back in the South to thicken your draw!
We are so proud of you Linds -- we beam with pride
As we know you are now just hitting your stride
Now savor the moment as you anticipate
What lies before you as you matriculate!
We Love You Lindsay!!!
Mom, Dad, Teddy, Mebane, Cameron
Honey (woof!) and Beatrice (woof!)
TJ von Oehsen

TJ,

Keep on:
Bounding and Astounding
Spinning and Winning
Dishing and Swishing
Driving and Thriving
Shaking and Baking
Posting and Toasting
Slicing and Dicing
Dancing and Prancing
Swooping and Hooping
Running and Stunning
and
Moving and Grooving

With love,

Mom, Dad, Mac and Cam
(& "Clyde")
"The meaning of life is to find your gift. The purpose of life is to give it away."
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Peter & Ella
Gabrielle Makayla Lawson

GABBY:
We are so proud of you - your resilience, poise and dedication to your schoolwork. Even in the face of adversity - your great loss - you have endured and excelled beyond our expectations. You have demonstrated that through hardwork and perseverance the highest point of the star is attainable!! Daddy would have been very proud of you Gab..as always!
Much love-
Mommy & Nelly

Mary Kujan

Mary, We are profoundly proud of who you are and everything that you have accomplished!
With everlasting, unconditional love and encouragement,
Dada, Mom & Lu-Bell
Dear St. Andrew's,

Whether this is your 1st or 2nd read-through of the yearbook we hope you have enjoyed all the memories contained within its pages. Every year we pore over the yearbook trying to craft something that will capture the year. And while these pictures and blurbs are only snapshots, we hope that they help you to remember everything that has made this year special. Whether it is crazy nights on dorm, class functions, WAWA trips, or simply watching a movie with friends, every year is a new collection of cherished memories which no book can hope to capture. So take a moment to think back and recall your 2013-2014 year. Think of your friends, your teammates, your teachers, your seniors, and those who have meant the most to you. And if the yearbook helps you to remember these moments and the fun times we have shared together, then our work here is done.

Uncerclassman: Create those memories with the time you have left. Make the school your home and fill it with those memories that will sustain you for the rest of your life.

Wonderful Class of 2014: Remember everything, remember everyone. We have created something special here, cherish it.

A special thanks to Mr. Meier: While you were were flung into the chaos of yearbook, you truly handled it like a pro. Thank you for all of your patience, support, and guidance. We could not have done this without you! Thank you!

To the Griffin staff: May your photo library always be full and your computer charged. Your tireless effort is what has made all of this possible and we want to thank you for all of your hard work. May next year's Yearbook be even better than this year's. Keep on keepin on.

To the Junior Editors; Kristin, Chris, and Alphonso: Yearbook brings out a person's true self and we would like to say that after seeing you in action through the spring supplement, deadlines (hard and soft), and March 1st, we know that we found the best group of people to lead the next generation of the Griffin. Thank you for all that you have done this year and may you have half as good junior editors as we did.

Yearbook IS about feelings

Love,
The Senior Editors
Eunice, Charlie, Elija, and Bella